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SPAIN 2013
Madrid and Andalucia
October 13 to 27

Sunday, Oct. 13: We
gathered at the Tryp Cibeles
Hotel in Madrid. Sally and
David had flown in 3 days
earlier; Jennifer and John
arrived on a flight from
Seattle via Paris; and Allison
and Steve arrived after a
week in England.



We visited the Museo Nacional
Centro de Arte Reina Sofia in
Madrid. The museum has been the
home of  Picasso's Guernica since
1981, after the death of Franco.
The artist had stipulated that the
painting not return to Spain until
democracy was re-established.



We figured out train tickets...read paper maps...had lunch outside a cafe...and visited Prado Museum,
where guide Geraldo explained vivid paintings of good and evil, Madonna and Child, and rulers of Spain.



Left: Building on Plaza
Major, the 17th century
square surrounded by
restaurants and shops -
and centuries earlier,
where trials by the
Inquisition had been
held.  Now it's a place for
photos, eating and street
entertainers.  Our first
evening we squished
through crowds at
Mercado de San MIguel
for tapas  and wine. We
ate at Los Galayos (lower
right) our second
evening.



El Escorial, an austere palace built by Felipe II between 1563 and 1584, is in a park-like setting an hour by
train west of Madrid, and includes tombs of the royal family, religious paintings, and a cathedral.



After touring El Escorial, we walked into the village and ate at an outdoor cafe offering various
meats and tapas and were happy to find this roasted vegetable dish as well.



Weds Oct 16. We visited
Palacio Real in Madrid. It is
still used for state
occasions and is
sumptuously  decorated,
(but photos not allowed).



We ordered sandwiches at a jamon shop for the train ride to Cordoba, and ate them in a park
across the roundabout from the  train station.



The high speed Renfe train got
us to Cordoba in about two
hours. We settled into the
Macia Alfaros Hotel and walked
out to the Guadalquivir River,
passing a site with remnant
Roman columns. We watched
the moon rise and the sun set
over bridges spanning the river,
as well as a  flock of white birds
descending to roost on a mass
of trees in the river. We walked
to the "best" restaurant in
Cordoba for dinner (Marlon
Brando, Tony Blair, and other
notables had eaten here.)



The Mezquita is Cordoba's Great Mosque,
built by Abd al Rahman I in 785 AD.The
mihrab (prayer  niche - lower right) and other
enhancements were added in the 10th
century. Photos next page are the cathedral
built inside the mosque in the 16th century.





Jennifer -- the fountains really were on in the  morning!!
 Photos below are of Bodega Campos, the "best" restaurant in Cordoba.

Our second restaurant in Cordoba advertised 40 kinds of tapas and 60 wines.  We ordered pork stew; meatballs; aubergines with honey
glaze; grilled vegetables; lamb in a dark gravy with couscous; and deep fried mushrooms. After initially ordering one bottle of wine (a
Canfarillo a tempranillo) of course we needed a second, but the waiter forgot to put the second bottle on the bill. When we pointed out
the mistake, the waiter was so pleased he brought us a round of a local liqueur.



After touring the Mezquita and its garden courtyard of orange trees, we went to the Alcazar do los Reyes Cristianos with
outdoor fountains and gardens and Museo Arqueologico with Roman mosaics. The next day, Friday October 18th, we
had afternoon train tickets to Seville. With just a few hours in the morning we attempted to see the 14th century
synagogue, but at 9 am there were lines of tourists waiting to enter. So we split up - David and Sally went to the Museo
Romero de Torres, an artist who painted passionate paintings of women of Cordoba - either bad, seductive and
sorrowful, or holy, pure and blessed. Jennifer and John and Allison and Steve checked out an open air market.



Upper right: Statue of the
Jewish philosopher/astronomer
Maimonides near Cordoba's
synagogue. Other photos from
the Museo Arqueologico or the
Alcazar.



In Seville, we stayed at Hotel Lar. Walked through the large gardens/Jardines del Real Alcazar to reach the  Rio
Guadalquiver (same river as in Cordoba, but downstream), passing the Alcazar and Cathedral - an immense Gothic
reconstruction on top of a mosque. In the Alcazar are beautiful courtyards surrounded by stunningly frescoed rooms.
Went up the 3 stories of the Torre del Oro  which houses a maritime museum. From the top we saw the river with
skullers, kayakers, and tourist boats and territorial views with the Cathedral. Next a.m. we found Cafe Napolitano with
delicious coffee and pastries. The owner (a Naples native) at first would not take our photo because of  the pastry flour
on his hands.



Seville Cathedral



Real Alcazar  built in 1361 by Pedro I.  The
Virgin of the Navigators (below), is the
earliest known painting whose subject is
discovery of the New World.



Real Alcazar



Casa  de Pilatos - home of a nobleman built in 1529, with mudejar
courtyard and ceilings and amazing plasterwork and tiles.



Sunday evening Oct 20 -  We sampled foods at the "Festival of
Nations" eating and music extravaganza in the park.



Checked out of Hotel Real Lar in
the morning darkness, dragging
suitcases clattering over bumpy
sidewalks to the train station.
There we took a bus to the
airport to pick up our rental
minivan. John drove and David
was navigator. We took the
freeway south to Arcos de la
Frontera - quite the tourist trap
with busloads of German and
English tourists.  We walked up
to an old castle for a view over
the countryside and snacked on
churros dipped in hot chocolate.
From Arcos we drove into the
mountains to see the pueblas
blancas (white villages). At a
viewpoint, we saw a family of
deer-like goats nimbly making
their way among cork oaks on a
steep slope. At another lookout,
Jennifer and Sally crossed the
highway to look for a restroom
(which turned out to be a watering
trough for animals) and found some
wild crocus. At Zahara de la
Frontera we ate lunch, served by a
waiter who is half-Scottish (given
away by his Scottish accent).





At Grazilema. Jennifer and Sally bought
goat’s and sheep’s cheeses in a little
grocery, and we checked out a shop
with locally made woollens.  Leaving
town was not easy. We drove a short
distance in the wrong direction (away
from Ronda). GPS directed us back into
(“across”) town to access a main
highway that would take us in the
correct direction. But going straight
through town was scary, as the roads
were cobbled and steep and narrow
and many were one-way and our
minivan had standard transmission. We
went down a one-way street the wrong
way to get to a larger street. Jennifer
anxiously asked John, “Are your mirrors
folded in?” “But I need the mirrors!”
John told her.



After the drive through the
mountains, we reached
Ronda late in the day
(Monday Oct 21).



Ronda has remnants of moorish architecture (a minaret, upper  row center) and Roman baths (lower
left) in addition to its spectacular location on a rocky outcrop.



It was rainy and foggy. We had to drive past the village of Baraojan to get to the Cuevas de las Piletas. Instead of avoiding
the village, our GPS directed us into town. After driving wrong-way on a one way street, we thought we were finally
heading in the correct direction. The streets got narrower and narrower between solid whitewashed walls, first climbing
uphill, then downhill. Ahead, the narrow cobbled street appeared to turn to the left at the end of the block, but soon we
saw that it didn’t – it just ended. Beyond was a sort of a garbage dump or open space that dropped away to some
unknown lower elevation. Out of the last house came an old woman who shouted “No, no!” in Spanish and waved us back
where we had come from – back up the hill on wet cobbles. John shifted gears, using the hand brake to keep from sliding
forward. As he backed the van, behind us appeared a family – a mother pushing a child in a stroller, a toddler and a
one-legged father hoisting himself along on crutches – and a little brown puppy, all crowding the back of the van and
attempting to walk past us. “Watch out! Watch out! There are people!” we shouted. “Go back, go back!” shouted the old
woman. We could no longer see the puppy. “Where is the puppy?” John asked tensely, as we heard a squeal. Steve got out
of the van, grabbed the still-intact puppy from underneath, and carried it back to the upper end of the street. The father on
crutches, now squeezing next to us, repeated, “Go back, go back!"  “Watch out!" we continued shouting at John. “Just
keep quiet,” John said grimly, and steadily backed the car up the cobbles, keeping it an inch from houses on either side
and not grazing the family squeezing past. We eased back up the street, back around the turn where Steve had put the
puppy in a safe spot. Steve got back in, dusting his hands and looking for the antibacterial  soap. John continued backing
until he could turn around. We were still not out of town. We passengers finally went silent and David used the GPS to get
us out of town, keeping us to the larger streets.

Ronda and Cuevas de las Piletas,
Tuesday October 22



Foods of Ronda: clockwise, starting from upper left:
(1) Tomato and small fish tapas

(2) Manchego cheese, salami and egg tapas
(3) Grilled fish
(4) Seafood paella

(5) Roasted potatoes, eggplant, sausage, egg and jamon
(6) Suddenly, a hamburger (a Spanish hamburger, of course!) looked really good to Steve!



Weds Oct. 23rd. Drove
120 mi to Granada,
stopping for lunch on a
bench. At Granada, we
stayed at the Anacapri
Hotel just down the hill
from the Alhambra.
Before dinner we
shopped in the Albaicin
district and visited the
Cathedral (below and
next page).





Thursday Oct 24. We spent all day
at the Alhambra. Because Spain is
so far west in its time zone, we
started in the dark, finding the bus
and guessing where to get off to be
near the entrance. The sky was
starting to lighten as we walked
through the Alcazaba, the oldest
part built in 13th century. We
enjoyed seeing pale colors come
alive with the dawn.  A plaque on
the watch tower (photo at right)
commemorates the battles of 1492
by Ferdinand and Isabella that
drove the Muslims from Granada,
one of the last bastions of Islam in
Spain.













Generalife - the gardens and palace at one end of the Alhambra



After the long day at Alhambra,
resting in the hotel before
dinner, we started to hear
shouting in the street.
Thousands of people were
marching, singing, drumming,
carrying banners protesting
government austerity measures -
cuts to education and social
welfare programs. Currently
unemployment is at 26% across
Spain, with Andalucia the
hardest hit with 36%
unemployed, and young people
hit particularly hard.



Friday Oct. 25th. We
visited Sacromonte, the
hillside where gypsies
lived in homes in caves. In
the evening we saw a
performance of Flamenco
at Casa del Arte. Lower
right, we ate Indian food
one evening. Also, lobby
at Anacapri Hotel.



Sacromonte, where gypsies formerly lived in caves.



After the flamenco performance, we
walked back to our hotel. In an alley, a
quartet was playing Vivaldi and we
stopped to listen. The music was an
unexpected pleasure and the players
entertaining - the lead violinist threw his
whole body into his music, with an
occasional joyous leap - violin, bow and all.



Saturday Oct 26th.
From Granada we
drove 260 miles back to
Madrid, stopping at a
small city for lunch.
Restaurants seemed to
be closed. We finally
found a large, modern
grocery store (almost
as good as  Costco?)
and bought meat,
cheese, fruit and bread
which we ate on a
bench on the street.

Back in Madrid, we
returned the van to the
airport and settled in
at the Hilton Airport
Hotel, then took the
lengthy subway ride
back into Madrid for
our last dinner together
at Botin.



Botin is reputed to be the oldest
restaurant in the world - built 1725.
As we left the subway and headed
into the neighborhood near the
restaurant, the power in all the
stores and restaurants around us
suddenly went out. We continued
toward our rather exclusive
destination and sure enough, it still
had power. We were seated in a
white-washed, brick lined cave-like
room and got to see our roasted
suckling pig  before it was carved.
 (Right - all together at Hilton
Airport Hotel.)


